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AERIAL DANCE SOLO
Length / 25 minutes

* The title, Hêtre, is a play on words in French, a homophone meaning ‘beech
tree’ (hêtre), ‘to be’ and ‘being’ (être).
Appropriate for audiences of all ages
25 minutes
Can be performed indoors or outdoors

Hêtre can be performed frontally or in-the-round, outdoors as well as indoors,
under a tree or in the centre of a lightweight tripod structure, provided by the
company.
Hêtre show can be played day and night. The lighting of the night version
creates a cocoon-like intimacy.
The installation of Hêtre is a simple, making it perfect for presentations in
unusual places such as a terrace, a beach, a park, or other natural setting...
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Created and directed by Fanny Soriano
Performed by Kamma Rosenbeck or Nina Harper
Music by Thomas Barrière
Costume by Sandrine Rozier

A young woman slips away from ordinary life and
enters a forest of mysteries and dreams. Her lithe
body weaves and glides, entwining with the wood.
In this moment of grand solitude her heart glows
stronger, and a new dimension is revealed.
Ascending, gathering strength, she opens to another,
more intimate world.
A cross-pollenation between dance and circus, Hêtre
owes it’s strength to its simplicity and authenticity, its
tenderness and virtuosic execution.
It is a harmonious, hypnotic meeting between an
uncommon aerial apparatus and a young woman in
full metamorphosis.

ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT

CHOREOGRAPHIC APPROACH

Hêtre was born from a reflection on the vital need for solitude. Today we are
assailed by external stimulation, solicited almost every moment of the day
and night by ever more pressing needs.
It is increasingly difficult to find moments of pause and silence.
How then should one center and know oneself ? How can we honor those
sweet instants of solitude that forge our person and our freedom ?

F. Nietzsche
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“Suffering from solitude is a bad sign; yet I have never suffered more than
with the multitudes.”

In the show Hêtre, the performer’s relationship to the
apparatus is paramount.
The branch is not solely an object or a scenographic
element, it is like a living partner whose weight and
movement are of equal importance to that of the performer.
The performer must seek to lose herself in the imagination
and sensations inspired by the branch, the forest, and by
nature at large, while remaining centered in herself.
The work of interpretation is therefore not “character
work” in the strict sense. Rather, it is a search for a simple
state of presence, a palpable imagination, and a focused
relationship to relationship.
One seeks to free oneself from the superfluous, leaving
room for the body to speak. The movement is effortless,
favoring fluidity over technical display. It is through this
effortlessness that gravity seems to be temporarily
suspended.
Emotions arise through a constant sensitivity to sensations
and movements inside and outside the body. The
emotional and choreographic structures are thus intimately
linked.

Biographie de l’équipe artistique
Fanny Soriano / Director, choreographer, aerialist

Kamma Rosenbeck / Aerial Dancer

At the age of twenty, Fanny Soriano graduated from the National Circus Arts Center
(CNAC) in Châlons-en-Champagne, France, with the congratulations of the jury, a rare
honour. Her specialty was the vertical rope, on which she developed a new approach
to aerial techniques and created an original repertoire. Her work, recognized by its
precision and sensitivity, articulates at the intersection of aerial arts, circus disciplines,
dance and improvisation.
Her research focuses on the point at which the athletic becomes artistic, namely on
what allows the compact, goal-oriented body to become a sensitive, expressive body.
Her many encounters and collaborations (Archaos, Cirque Plume, Jacques Rebotier,
Cahin-Caha, Collectif AOC...) have encouraged her to experiment and enrich her
artistic work. In 2005, she and Jules Beckman co-founded the company Libertivore
and created the eponymous show in 2006. Soriano created Hêtre in 2013. Since then
she created Phasmes, has worked as a director or “outside eye” in various companies
(Rouge Elea, Compagnie des Corps Parlants Mathilde Monfreux, Timshel) and teaches
regularly at the Fratellini Academy.

Kamma Rosenbeck was born in a snowstorm in Copenhagen to a Mexican mother and
a Danish father, both circus artists, and naturally she began learning trapeze between
two circus trucks at the age of five. She grew up in the castle of Monthelon, France,
where she learned eclectic dance, theater and circus techniques from international
artists. She specializes in fixed trapeze, participated in the collective creation Flying
Fish Circus (2009) and studied at The National School of Circus in Chatellerault, France
(2011-2012). She currently works in cabarets (France, Switzerland, Denmark) and
performs in several new circus productions : Flux tendu, Cie L’éolienne (aerial creation
for five trapeze artists), Project CARLA, Cie Rhizome (2016), and Hêtre by Libertivore
- Fanny Soriano.

Thomas Barrière / Musician, composer
Thomas Barrière started out as a self-taught guitarist in 1994, with a passion for
progressive rock and world music. In 2005, he obtained a Diplôme d'Etudes Musicales
in contemporary music. Seeing the film Step Across The Border in 2002 inspired
him to explore “preparing” his instrument with objects, contact microphones and
electronics. He created Primaire, a solo for double-necked guitar and objects, and
Du Vent, concert-installation for ten electric fans, a musician and shadows. He works
with musicians (Lionel Garcin, Nush Werchowska, Emilie Lesbros, Bart Maris, Philippe
Renault), choreographers (Ex Nihilo, Sara Jaleco, Yvan Bertrem), filmmakers (Boris
Lehman, Vincent Capes), actors (Sky De Sela, Alexandre Demay) and circus artists
(Cirque Trottola). Thomas composed and recorded the music for Fanny Soriano’s
Hêtre and Phasmes.

THE COMPAGNY
Created in 2005 by Fanny Soriano (dancer, aerialist) and Jules Beckman
(musician, multidisciplinary performer), Libertivore makes multidisciplinary
performance works marked by a commitment to both physical and emotional
risk. The company bases its research on improvisation and favours poetics
inspired by both real and imagined worlds, by Nature as well as contemporary
human society. Inspired by the words of Gaston Bachelard, "Everything
becomes alive when the contradictions accumulate." the company works with
both untangling and concocting lively contradictions. After creating their first
show, eponymously titled Libertivore (Jeune Talents Cirque award, 2007), they
participated in creating the show Autochtone (2009 – 2012) by Collectif AOC/
Karin Vyncke.
In 2013, while creating the solo Hêtre, health problems forced Fanny to stop
her aerial work. In 2014, she decided to devote herself to directing, and
began searching for the right acrobat to replace herself in her signature solo.
In 2015, she handed over performance duties of Hêtre to Kamma Rosenbeck.
2015 also saw the start of her work on Phasmes, a piece for two acrobatic
dancers, that is a continuation of Hêtre. These two short forms can be
played in diptych or independently. Phasmes premiered in February, 2017, to
enthusiastic acclaim by audiences and professionals alike, at the Théâtre du
Merlan (the National Theatre, in Marseille, France) as part of the International
Biennale of Circus Arts.

Li b e r t i v ore M a nife sto

(ab b rev iated ) b y Jules Beckm an

Because love is (im)possible,
We claim improvisation as necessity.
We claim life as a verb.
We claim and reclaim the joyful urgency of improvising this manifesto
again and
again to reflect our changing.
We claim the beauty of the accident, the brilliant mistake.
We want to provoke the conditions where instinct kicks in.
The laws of gravity and language are too often self-imposed.
We want to obey the uncensored signal at the instant of sensation.
We do not want to know what will happen, but to experience what is
happening.
Change experienced live.
Without this we die inside.
									
					- Cie Libertivore -

For the 2015/16 through 2017/18 seasons, Libertivore – Fanny Soriano is
supported by Le Théâtre du Merlan (the National Theatre, in Marseille, France)
as part of its program La Ruche, a support cell for emerging companies in
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region.
For his part, Jules Beckman is a performer in several plays by Jan Lauwers &
Needcompany. Between various Needcompany creations and tour dates, he
works on his next solo project, Pleasure Test, a Libertivore production.
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SOUTIENS
For the 2015/16 through 2017/18 seasons, Libertivore – Fanny Soriano
is supported by Le Théàtre du Merlan (the National Theatre in Marseille,
France) as part of its program La Ruche, a support cell for emerging
companies in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region.

PRODUCTION
Libertivore
COPRODUCTION
ARCHAOS Pôle National des arts du Cirque Méditerranée –
Marseille, France
(National Center for Mediterranean Circus Arts – Marseille)
RESIDENCIES
ARCHAOS Pôle National des arts du Cirque Méditerranée /
Marseille, France
(National Center for Mediterranean Circus Arts – Marseille,
France)
GARDENS / Cité des arts de la rue – Marseille, France
(Street Arts Center of Marseille, France)
L’ESPACE PERIPHERIQUE / Parc de la Villette – Paris, France
L’ACADEMIE FRATELLINI / La Plaine Saint-Denis, France
THANK YOU
KARWAN / Cité des arts de la rue – Marseille, France
(Street Arts Center of Marseille, France)
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT
This project was awarded a local artists’ creation grant by the
city of Aubagne, France, as well as a dissemination grant by the
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region.
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Contact
Fanny Soriano - artistic director
libertivore@gmail.com
+33 (0)6 62 26 07 27
Booking
diffusion.libertivore@gmail.com
Elyane Buisson - administration
e.buisson@azadproduction.com
+33 (0)6 03 44 63 02
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